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Since the wealth of the U.S. is for all practical purposes unlimited, the U.S. can afford both

guns and butter at the same time.

Not true: there are limits to American resources, both human and material. Many people

believe that during World War II the U.S. was a demonstration of a guns-and-butter

economy. But the U.S. was at war for only four years, and maintenance and improvements of

the infrastructure could be endured for such a short period. That maintenance cannot be

foregone for 45 years of Cold War without the damage that is now so clearly visible.

The U.S. is still number one as a world power.

True, the U.S. has more nuclear warheads than any other country, and more pl anes,  miss il es

and submarines  for launching them.  But the Cold War contest is now over and the economic

position of the U.S. is of primary concern. Thus the U.S., a top wage economy until 1975,

now ranks about 16th in a list of industrial countries. In 1990 the German industrial wage

was 144% of the U.S. wage, and the Japanese wage was a rising 90% of the U.S. wage. In

infrastructure, health, education and economic opportunity the U.S. has slipped far from

being number one.

Increasing the national debt by spending to improve infrastructure and industry is just as

bad as increasing the debt for expanding the Pentagon. This is incorrect, since investment in

infrastructure and civilian industry yield a multiple return in the form of a stream of products

— from bridges and housing to consumer electronics — which adds to the national wealth

and to the means of production and thus increase the ability to cancel debt. Military products,

by contrast, exit from the marketplace immediately upon being produced, and do not increase

the real wealth of the country at all.  They only increase the debt.

Pentagon budget cuts necessarily translate into job layoffs. Not if there are detailed plans in

place for new work. Alternative use planni ng by Alt ernat i ve Us e Com mi tt ees  is  the core

element of the conversi on planning law proposed by Representative Ted Weiss (D-NY). If H.R.

441 were adopted, advance planning would be done at every defense factory, base and

l aborat ory wit h 100 or more people.  H.R .  441 incl udes provi s i on for income support during a

changeover period, job retraining, job relocation allowances, and other job sustaining

measures.



Economic conversion should be left to the market, with individuals and firms adjusting as they

see fit.

The people and the firms who have specialized in military production have developed ways of

working — like cost-maximizing and allowing massive cost overruns — which mean certain

failure in civilian work. Defense industry managers are typically short of know-how for

civilian marketing. In order to change over to civilian markets, people long trained in the

Pentagon's ways must retrain for skills appropriate to civilian industry. This applies

es peci all y to managers  and engi neers ,  who wi l l  nat ural l y be resi s t ant  to such professional

changes. Furthermore, there is no existing "free market" for many pros pecti ve goods  that 

convert ing factories and enterpris es could produce. This is because important segments of

present U.S. markets for consum er el ectroni cs ,  sophis ti cat ed machi ne tool s,  trans port ati on

equipm ent,  etc., are now being served by factories abroad. Creation of new U.S. markets,

such as major infrastructure projects, will be needed to afford new U.S. factories a start in

neglected industries, such as electric-powered rail equipment.

Military technology yields a "spinoff" to civilian technology. A  small   part  of  knowledge

developed   for  the   military   may   have  civilian usefulness.   The overwhelming quantity of

military research and production, however, has only military importance since it has been

designed for tasks so different from civilian needs.    If "spinoff" was a generalized condition

then we would expect Russia, for example, to be a front-running technologically advanced

country because of its large and sustained military R&D, This is obviously untrue.

Spending for improving the infrastructure and spending on the military both impr ove the

Gr os s N at ional  Pr oduct .

On the face of it that is true, since the GNP is a measure of money-valued goods and services

that are bought and sold. But GNP is not a good measure of the quality of resources used or

the nature of the product manufactured. Thus, six percent of recent GNP is spent on defense;

but that six percent includes as much as 2/3 of the federal government's R&D outlays, and

the wages and salaries of as much as 30% of the country's engineers and scientists.

Furthermore military products, while carrying prices, do not have any ordinary usefulness

for consumption or as means of production; they play no role in furthering the quality of life

for Americans.

Mil it ary-s erving fir ms don't  need to wor r y about  conver s ion unt il  the Pentagon terminates

their contract.

This policy is unfair to the hundreds of thousands of workers whose jobs are increasingly

subject to instant termination by the Pentagon. But with advance preparation for conversion

to civilian work — a set of detailed plans prepared to set in motion a specific conversion



process, drawn up at each military-serving firm — workers, management, engineers and

scientists in military facilities can immediately begin readying their civilian careers.

Repairing America's public works and infrastructure means a giant Washington

bureaucracy.

No. It is entirely practical to do all the detailed planning and execution of public works and

infrastructure repair in a highly decentralized manner. Each local government could be

responsible for blueprinting and controlling t he work done wi t hi n its  own sphere of

respons ibi l i ty.  Thi s  woul d hel p assure efficiency and feasibility of capital works projects.


